{Preliminary Considerations} {p. 197} 1. The meter of Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit verses throws a flood of light on the phonology of the language, and must therefore be carefully analyzed. Unfortunately it has always been misunderstood. Even {p. 198} the scholars who have come closest to understanding it have distorted the facts by introducing irrelevant considerations. For example, Kern and Nanjio (SP Preface xi) assert: 'Regularly there is a secondary pause after the fourth or fifth foot [read 'syllable,' of triṣṭubh-jagatī pādas] ...; before the pause a short syllable has the value of a long one.' And Watanabe, Bhad 26: 'die einam Iktus vorangehende Silbe verliert leicht etwas an Dauer,' i.e. may be treated as short, even tho long. There is absolutely no truth in either of these assertions. I shall henceforth ignore all previous discussions, none of which have much importance, and merely state what seem to me the principles governing the meter, in their relation to phonology and to the orthography actually found in our texts.
2. These matters were first set forth (very briefly) by me in an article entitled 'The Meter of the Saddharmapuṇḍarīka,' in the Kuppuswami Sastri Commemoration Volume [Madras, 1936] , pp. 39-45. Everything there stated applies in principle to all BHS verses, except that many meters occur in other texts which are not found in SP.
3. For the most part, BHS meters are quantitive, as are most classical Sanskrit meters. Fixed successions of long and short syllables {i.e. light and heavy syllables} are required in them, to approximately the same extent as in Sanskrit. In so far as such schemes apply, they apply rigidly. There are, I believe, no exceptions. Seeming exceptions are due either (1) to orthographic habits which misrepresent the actual pronunciation (somewhat in the tradition of Vedic verses), or (2) to corruptions in the tradition as found in our manuscripts and editions.
4. In spite of the obvious corruptions which distort all known manscripts of our texts, it is generally possible without emendation to eliminate the second class of seeming exceptions, in the case of texts for which several manuscripts are available. In other words, the correct reading is, in the overwhelming majority of cases, found in some manuscript of most texts, when the readings of several manuscripts are reported. Unfortunately all the editors, even the best, have so uniformly misunderstood the metrical prionciples involved that their editions need to be constantly corrected from their critical notes.
5. It must be added that the Mahāvastu tradition is unique in the extreme corruption of its manscripts. This is clearly recognized by its editor, Senart, in his Preface, i.ix. With a conscientious fidelity which we must acknowledge with appreciation, Senart records the exact readings of all six of his manuscripts as far as i.193.12, and after that of the two which he found the best and most representative. They are all so desparately (and in large measure uniformly) corrupt that it is quite pardonable that Senart failed to understand from them the principles of the meter, which can really be proved only from other texts. Once these principles are thus established, it does indeed become possible often to correct Senart's text by restoring the readings of his manuscripts, or some of them, as quoted in his notes. But very often this is not the case, and the text of Mv must either be emended, or at least recognized as corrupt, far more than is true of any other text for which we have a reasonably responsible edition with critical apparatus.
6. We revert now to the first class of seeming exceptions to metrical regularity, those in which the traditional orthography clearly misrepresents the pronunciation.
7. By far the most important of these is the writing, as in Sanskrit, with intial consonant clusters of words which were evidently pronounced in Middle Indic fashion, with single initial consonants. This is so obvious that it could not escape, and has not escaped, the attention of any serious observer of the language. No one could read more than a few verses of any of the earlier BHS texts (such late texts as the Divyāvadāna require further study; the Divyāvadāna as printed in inconsistent and cannot be regarded as clear) without recognizing many such cases. No precise and correct formulation and interpretation of the facts has, however, been made.
8. This is not the only, tho it is the most obvious and omnipresent, way in which the usual orthography of our BHS manscripts and editions misleads us as to the actual pronunciation. Others will appear in the statement of the metrical structure to which we now proceed. It must be understood that the rules about to be stated relate to actual pronunciation, not necessarliy to conventional orthography. But when the latter is different, this fact will be made clear.
9. As stated above, most BHS metrical units contain rigidly fixed successions of long and short {p. 199} syllables. The most important exception (a partial exception, as in Sanskrit) is the anuṣṭubh or śloka. Also, the first syllable of the triṣṭubh-jagatī pāda may be either long or short. The āryā and its varieties, as in Sanskrit, are based on a count of morae (grouped in units of four), not of long and short syllables. And occassionally, in some texts (notably LV), we find other (Prakritic) meters based on a count of morae. Not all of these are clear in structure.
10. With certain minor restrictions, two short syllables may be substituted for a long; and conversely, in some meters (but not in the triṣṭubh-jagatī, at least normally), a long for two shorts ( §36).
11. With a few exceptions of the sort just indicated, I think that it can reasonably be asserted that BHS verses, as originally composed, permitted no exceptions whatever to the quantitively fixed scheme of meters.
12. This is, of course, equally true of Sanskrit metrics. But in the means adopted to apply this principle, BHS differs radically from Sanskrit.
{General Rules}
13. The general facts of BHS phonology and metrics, in so far as their relation to each other seems to me interesting and important, will now be briefly stated, in the part of the article ending with §35. Examples, so far as seems necessary, will be given later § §36-77. Statements on the orthography of our texts, and its relation to actual pronunciation, will also, for the most part, be posponed to the later place. Cross references will be provided between the two parts.
14. It is virtually certain that, as in Middle Indic, clusters of more than two consonants did not exist, at least in normal pronunciation. ( § §37, 38) 15. At the beginning of a word, not more than one consonant could precede the first vowel. ( § §39-47) 16. A (two-consonant) cluster was always divided, the first consonant belonging to the preceding syllable.
17. A single consonant always belonged to the following syllableexcept anusvāra, if this be considered a 'consonant' (see presently).
18. A syllable that ends on a consonant is closed. In practice this means a syllable in which the vowel in followed by two consonants (or a double consonant). ( §48) 19. A syllable containing a nasalised vowel (or, a vowel followed by anusvāra, which in BHS means the same thing) is also closed, even if a vowel follows it. ( § §49-52) 20. All closed syllables, and all open syllables ending in long vowels, are long {heavy}.
21. All open syllables ending in short vowels are short {light}.
22. Contrary to standard Sanskrit usage, the metrically required quantity of a syllable may be, and very commonly is, provided by phonetic alterations which never, or rarely, occur in prose.
23. Such alterations are specially common at the end of words. In general, the constituent parts of a compound word, particularly a noun compound, count, or at least may count, as separate 'words' in this connexion. ( § §43-47) 24. Most commonly, when the last syllable of a word is required to be long, a short final vowel is replaced by a long. So a is replaced by ā, or by o; i by ī or (perhaps) e; u by ū or o. ( § §53-61) 25. Instead of lengthening of the final vowel, doubling of a following initial consonant may be used as a means of lengthening the final syllable. ( §62) 26. Or, thirdly, the final short vowel may be nasalized, with the same effect. ( §63) 27. The reverse of all three of these processes may be employed to shorten a final syllable which is prose would be long (always or usually), but which is required to be short by the meter.
28. So a naturally long vowel may be shortened metri causa: ā is reduced to a, ī to i, ū to u, e to i, o (which frequently represents Sanskrit -as) to u or a, and even au to u. Sometimes, but rarely, e and o are written in final position where the syllable is short; they may then have been pronounced as short e and o, or perhaps as i and u respectively. ( § §64-68) 29. Or a word-final consonant is dropped. Cf. (13) § §18 and 48. In the prose of most texts, a final consonant of Sanskrit is regularly written. In verses there is less consistency; but in the middle of a pāda, before a word beginning in a consonant, a final Sanskrit consonant is regularly written if the syllable is required by meter to be long. The manuscripts {p. 200} and editions usually observe the rules of Sanskrit consonantal sandhi. Perhaps what was actually pronounced was a consonant assimilated in Middle Indic fashion (as if internally) to the following intial consonant. But if the syllable is metrically short, the final consonant is dropped (and the vowel before it, if long, is shortened). ( §69) 30. Or, when a short syllable is required, a final nasal consonant may be dropped (with shortening of the vowel if it was long); or a final nasal vowel denasalized. ( §70) 31. Generally speaking, all the above phonetic alterations may occur also in the interior of a word. (A 'word' here is defined as including, potentially at least, a constituent part of a compound word; § §45-47.) But they are much less common there.
32. Lengthening and shortening of internal vowels m.c. is not rare. ( § §71,72) 33. But no nasal vowel (anusvāra) occurs before another vowel in the interior of a word.
34. Also: it is true that before consonants in the middle as well as at the end of a word, nasal vowel or short vowel plus anusvāra (or, plus nasal consonant of the class of the following consonant) varies freely with short unnasalized vowel plus consonant cluster (and at least could vary with long vowel, in theory). These alternations are however relatively infrequent. Furthermore, no syllabic quantitative difference is involved, and meter therefore plays no role. And otherwise there is hardly any variation between nasalisation and lack of it, internally. In short, this alternation seems rarely, if at all, to be employed for metrical convenience internally, but only, or almost only, in final-initial juncture. ( §73) 35. Both doubling of single consonants and its converse, reduction of clusters to single consonants (presumably thru an intermediate stage of Middle Indic assimilation between the consonants), occur in the middle of a word, but much more rarely than in final-initial juncture. These alterations are utilized for metrical convenience, but appear to be not invariably conditioned thereby. ( § §74-77) {Examples} 36. (On §10. {With certain minor restrictions, two short syllables may be substituted for a long; and conversely, in some meters (but not in the triṣṭubh-jagatī, at least normally), a long for two shorts}) The scheme of the triṣṭubh is ⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−× ; the jagatī is like it with substitution of ⏑× for the final × {i.e. ⏓−⏑−−⏑⏑−⏑−⏑×}. Two shorts may be substituted for the first (optionally long) syllable; also for the fourth or fifth, but never for the second, eighth, or tenth (at least in SP, and I believe the same is true in all normal BHS triṣṭubh-jagatī). The substitution is much commoner in the first syllable than in the fourth or fifth; 67 cases, against 10 in the fourth and 4 in the fifth, in SP Chapter 3 (143 stanzas, 572 pādas). In most of the more elaborate meters of LV, two shorts seem to be rather generally allowed to replace any long, and much more rarely a long may replace two shorts. This is also the usual practice in all the older BHS texts (as to Divyāvadāna cf. §7 {the Divyāvadāna as printed in inconsistent and cannot be regarded as clear}).
(On §14. {It is virtually certain that, as in Middle Indic, clusters of more than two consonants did not exist, at least in normal pronunciation.})
The writing of three-consonant clusters, tho quite common in the manuscripts and editions, is doubtless merely artificial, an imitation of Sanskrit orthography. Occasionally Sanskrit clusters of more than two consonants are simplified in spelling. In Mv ii.249.16 the manuscripts present a form of *utspharati as utphāritvā or uṣphāritvā (Senart reads upphāritvā). Mv i.15.10 has maccha for matsya. For the Sanskrit root bharts-, BHS repeatedly writes bhats-; for Sanskrit vardhra, it writes vadhra (recorded also in Sanskrit) and vaddha; for ucchraya-, it writes ucche-; for yantra and yantrita, it writes janta and jantita; for prakṣveḍ-, prakṣeḍ-; etc.
38. But more important is the indirect evidence. Since not more than one consonant could begin a word ( §15), it is reasonable to infer that not more than two could form an internal cluster. Moreover, epenthetic vowels are rather frequently used to separate even two-consonant clusters, as in Middle Indic; ratana for ratna (very common), turiya for tūrya, etc. 43. In the seam of verb compounds, and in their noun derivatives, conditions are in general as in the middle of a word. So abhijña-SP 12.4; abhistavantīha 12.6; prasthita 13.2, 10, etc.; anusmarāmi 23.3; parityajantaḥ 24.13, and so on; the syllable containing the final vowel of the preverb is made metrically long by the consonant cluster at the beginning of the verbal root. Cf. Pali abhiññā etc. But particularly when one preverb is prefixed to another, it may behave as if it were a separate word. So in anuprārthayamāno Bhad 48 the syllable -nu-is short; cf. such Pali forms as anupavisati besides anuppa-for Sanskrit anu-praviśati. Simplification of a double consonant (Sanskrit consonant cluster) in the seam of a close{d} compound may occur m.c., {see} §77.
44. In compounds of the root grah with preverb ending in a short vowel, -gg-seems to have been regularly pronounced (as it is regularly written in Middle Indic) even in forms which the BHS manscripts and editions write with single -g-, imitating Sanskrit orthography. (The analogy of grah-forms has led to this habit in forms from Sanskrit gṛh-.) So (in the printed texts) parigṛhīta SP 89.8; LV 158.12; 190.14; Śikṣ 43.6, 8; pratigṛhīta LV 411,21, -tvā LV 387.7; pratigṛhṇe Mv i.220.13 = ii.22.14; in all these -gg-was doubtless pronounced; certainly the syllable preceding g is long. In Samādh p. 49 1.26 aviggṛhītā is actually printed; in Divy 401.18 nirgṛhīta is printed, which must be a false Sanskritization of *niggfor Sanskrit nigṛhīta 'checked, humbled.' 45. But in the seam of noun compounds, while usage varies, in the majority of cases conditions are as in final-initial juncture. That is, a syllable may be, and usually is, short if it contains a short vowel that is final in the prior member of a noun compound, even tho the following member begins with what is written Sanskritically as a consonant cluster; which can only mean that a single consonant was pronounced instead of the intial cluster. So Pali has compounds like su-paṭipanna (beside suppaṭi-) for Sanskrit su-prati-(see Geiger 67, end); in BHS su-prati-would usually be written, but the syllable suwould or at least might be short, indicating the pronunication -parather than -pra-after it. E.g. udāra-sthāmā SP 10.3 (-ra-is a short syllable) etc.; at least 16 such cases were counted in SP chapter 1, against 12 (besides iha-sthita, above) in which the vowel is short but the syllable long in this position, as in aṣṭādaśakṣetra-{p. 202} SP 9.3 (the syllable -śa-is long; pronounced no doubt something likeśak-khetra-or -sak-khetta-). In Bhad the figures are much more onesided: 30 cases where a syllable with stem-final short vowel remains short before a written initial cluster in a noun compound, and not more than two or three where it seems to be long, counting out six occurences of what the edition prints as Bhadra-(or eka-, or bodhi-) cari-praṇidhānaṁ, where the syllable -ri-is long, but the true reading was surely -rī-or -riṁ-(or -rīṁ-) as read by several manscripts in every occurrence (verses 2, 23, 41, 49, 54, 61) .
46. The varying treatment of compounds in this respect was no doubt originally determined, in BHS as in Middle Indic generally, by whether the compound was inherited as such from a pre-Middle Indic stage, in which case the consonant cluster remained (with possible assimilation), and the preceding syllable was long; or whether it was formed in Middle Indic, in which case the cluster was reduced to a single consonant before formation of the compound. That is, e.g. Pali 47. That the inheritance of compounds as such was the primary reason for retention of consonant clusters at the beginning of their posterior members seems confirmed by the marked difference in this regard between noun compounds and verb compounds (with their noun derivatives). The latter were mainly ancient inheritances, so that in them the consonant clusters in question were internal in Middle Indic and BHS. The majority of Middle Indic noun compounds, on the other hand, were of late, Middle Indic origin, so that their posterior members could not begin in more than one consonant.
(On §18. {A syllable that ends on a consonant is closed. In practice this means a syllable in which the vowel in followed by two consonants (or a double consonant).}) It is likely that, as in Middle
Indic a consonant could not exist in absolutely final position, before a pause (unless anusvāra be called a 'consonant', see just below). To be sure it is often written there, but this may be mere imitation of Sanskrit orthography. However since the quantity of final syllables in verse-pādas is indifferent, the question has no importance for metrics, and so metrics throws no light on phonology {here}.
(on §19. {A syllable containing a nasalised vowel (or, a vowel followed by anusvāra, which in BHS means the same thing) is also closed, even if a vowel follows it.})
It seems certain that, as in Middle Indic, every word-final nasal (if preserved at all) 'became anusvāra' (in terms of writing); or, as I prefer to put it, resulted in nasalization of the preceding vowel: except that before a following initial vowel it could remain as a nasal consonant. Such is the case in Middle Indic, notably in Pali-prose as well as verse.
50. This option before a vowel is constantly utilized for metrical convenience in BHS verses. (I have thought I detected a similar custom in the Apabhraṁśa verses of the Sanatkumāracarita, but have not studied them sufficiently as yet.) If the word-final syllable is required to be long, they write e.g. -aṁ, iṁ, uṁ; if short am, im, um (before initial vowel). Meter almost invariably shows that in this respect the orthography of the texts corresponds to actual pronunciation. E.g. 'haṁ (long) iha SP 61.7; 'haṁ (long) imu 62.11; ghoṣaṁ (long) aham 63.3 but in the same line aham adya -am being a short syllable; kathaṁ (long) imaṁ (long) adbhutam (short) īdṛśaṁ te 313., etc. There are very few counter cases; they should be emended, as mere errors of tradition.
51. On the other hand, in word final position before a consonant and in sentence-final position, n, m, and ṁ are written rather haphazardly, but the variation is probably meaningless; doubtless only anusvāra (i.e. a nasal vowel) existed there. Internally before a consonant there is also much orthographic irregularity. Not only is anusvāra often written for any nasal consonant before another consonant; this is true of most ordinary Sanskrit manuscripts. But contrariwise, we quite often find n written for nasalization (anusvāra) as mānsa = Sanskrit māṁsa, and the like. This may be only a hyper-correction, a reflex of the writing of ṁ for final n. At any rate I am not inclined to attribute linguistic importance to the variations in spelling mentioned in this paragraph. 52. I find little evidence tending to show the distinction noted in the authorities for both Sanskrit and Prakrit (Wackernagel I § §223-4; Pischel 178ff.) between nasal vowels, anusvāra, and anunāsika.
Practically always, what is written as either anusvāra or a nasal consonant makes a syllable long metrically (in the case of a nasal consonant, only {p. 203} when a consonant follows). The only exception I have noted is the word kuṁbhāṇḍa or kumbhāṇḍa (= Sanskrit kuṣmāṇḍa, kūṣmāṇḍa), the first syllable of which is regularly, tho not always, metrically short; in customary Prakrit transliteration it would be written kūbhaṇḍa (with Middle Indic a for ā in the penult). If this somehow represents *kumhaṇḍa, which we should expect as a normal Middle Indic development of kuṣmāṇḍa (or kūṣmāṇḍa), we may recall Tedesco's suggestion as to the etymology of Sanskrit mil-from *milh-with loss of h (Language 19.7). Here, however, the aspiration in bh doubtless is due to the older h for metathetized s.
(On §24. {Most commonly, when the last syllable of a word is required to be long, a short final vowel is replaced by a long. So a is replaced by ā, or by o; i by ī or (perhaps) e; u by ū or o.})
Examples are common everywhere. Note that they occur just as regularly before what is written as an intial consonant cluster in the next word, as before a single consonant; cf. §41. So ā for a, in indeclinables: cā for ca SP 57.16; LV 220.9; RP 54.22; hantā for hanta LV 110.17; ivā for iva LV 175.22; ihā for iha LV 324.5, etc. In inflected forms, any final a is often lengthened; and the stemfinal of noun-stems in a frequently appears as ā in the prior members of noun compounds. 54. We also find o for final a. This has been supposed to be a saṁdhi-combination of final -a with the particle u (Kern, SP translation [SBE 21], Introduction xvii; La Vallée Poussin, MadhK 166 n. 4; Hultzch, Inscriptions of Asoka, lxxiii). The same scholars connect BHS co (m.c.) = ca with Asokan cu, which appears to be adversative, meaning 'but'; it is replaced in Girnar Asokan by tu, and was explained by Michelson (IF 23.261) as a blend of ca and tu. In any case it never appears as co, and BHS has no cu. In passing: u is attached to ca only once in Ṛg Veda (6.66.3) according to Grassman, never in Atharva Veda according to Whitney; and there is no record of u after ca in BR or pw {sic, both unidentified references}, which state that is classical Sanskrit u occurs only after atha, na, and kim.
55. In my opinion there is no possibility of any connexion between BHS co and Asokan cu, whatever be the origin of the latter. BHS co is purely metri causa for ca and means just what ca means. We find many other cases of final o m.c. for a, and in most of them a particle u would be inconceivable. This metrical alteration is a reflex of the frequent use of final a for Sanskrit as (Middle Indic regularly and BHS commonly o), in most cases metri causa; but there is also some morphological confusion; e.g. the 1st plural verb endings -mas (-mo) and -ma, which is BHS are no longer distinguished as in Sanskrit. This condition led in BHS to the rather free use of final o as a mere metrical lenghtening for a, on a par with ā.
56. The frequency of this problem varies in different texts, if we accept the testimony of the manuscripts and editions. In SP it is common, even in the Kern-Nanjio edition, and would be still commoner in a proper edition; often Kern-Nanjio read -a unmetrically when the metrically correct -o is read by most or even all of the manuscripts. It is also common in Gv, but less common in LV, and rather rare in Mv. SP 13.15; 14.12; LV 43.3; Gv 213.17; 254.18; Śikṣ 260.10; adyo = adya SP 118.13; 169.14; LV 92.8; 283 (-iṁj-) ; Senart prints iṁjitena, unmetrically, but see his note; the manscripts readkena ijitena or -kenejitena, agreeing in lack of nasal. Examples of nasalization before consonant substituted for double consonant (Sanskrit consonant cluster), without change in syllabic quantity, and occurring in prose, are mahaṁgata (-tā) Gv 320.19; 349.24; 518.2, for mahadgata (which also occurs in BHS) = Pali mahaggata; -mātraṁjñātā (read -jñatā?) LV 430.3-4, for -mātrajñatā (which also occurs in BHS) = Pali mattaññutā. 
A few examples: co

